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The accreditation program of the American Association of Museums recognizes
the unique aspects o( historic sites through new supplemental accreditation
documents ihat permit a more comprehensive evaluation of this special type of

museum. The Supplemental Accreditation Questionnsaire for Historic Sites and

related Accreditation Visiting Committee Eviruation Checklist reflect an
expansion of basic concepts found in the main body of the AAM's museum
accreditation questionnaire and checklist, or represent new categories that
relate specifically to the development and operation of historic sites.
Basically, the supplemental questionnaire is divided ;into four parts.

I. Site Development and Planning

- long-range site plans

- documentary landscape plans

- documentary historic structure restoration or preservation plans

- physical intrusions affecting site development and operation

- legal restrictions affecting site'development and operation

II, Structures and Objects
,

- historic structure documentation ,

- preservation, stabilization, restoration, and reconstruction

philosophy and methodology
.'adaptive reuse programs

- living collections
documentary landscape plans

III. Interpretation__

site objective and purpose
- research for interpretive programs
wri,tten interpretive plans

- visitor orientation
- interpretive training programs

- reproduction period clothing/costumes
- use of artifacts
use of reproductions

- historical agriculture and livestock

IV. Visitor and Support Services

- written visitor services plans.

- visitor facilities
- written emergency procedures

- routine maintenance plans ,

- cyclical maintenance plasns

't
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As part of the Supplemental Accreditation Questionnaire for Historic Sites,
'a selected, annotated bibliography was developed and is keyed to the main
categories of the questionnatre.. The bibliography includes publications that
either introduce or clarify the developmental and operational concepts unique to
histo'ric sites but still within the framework of the AAM's basic definition of a
museum. The citations were selected according to three criteria: (I) relevance
to the concepts of the supplemental questionnaire; (2) representation of
accepted methodology and philosophy for the development and operation of
historic sites; andr(3) general availabi)ity. Some of the publications met only
one of the criteria but were included bendse of their strength in that area;
publications that met all three criteria or are considered landmark works have
been marked with an asterisk (*) and can be considered essential to a basic
reference library for trustees, administrators, curators, and interpreters.

Several sectioas not specificAlly related to the new categories of the
supplemental questionnaire cite publications applicable to museums in general.
These include Professional Standards and Practices and Management and Financial
Planning. A section on-other Bibliographies'is useful TgTurther reference.

Finally, many service and professional organizations publish periodicals,
technical leaflet series, bibliographies and books that are available through
membership programs or by direct,purchase. A section on Organizations includes
their addresses, purposes, and types of publications. A final section outlines
Legislation affecting historic sites and other museums.

This bibliography has been a collaborative effort of the members of the
Historic Sites Committee, who have been responsible for the research, selection,
and annotation of the entries. As secretary to the Accreditation Commission,
Randi Glickberg coordinated the committee's work and provided invaluable
guidance in the development of topics complementary to the needs of museums
engaged in the kind of institutional planning and evaluation epitomized by the
accreditation process. Suzanne Schell came on near the,conclusion of the .

Troject to compile the final,bibliography and brought order and clarity to our
,large and somewhat eclectic manuscript. On behalf of the AAM, the Historic
Sites Committee gratefully acknowledges support from the National Endowment for
the Humanities, which has made this project possible. It is hoped that this
bibliography will assist those striving for a more compJete understanding of the
development and operation of historic sites and the ultimate application of this
understanding toward accreditation.

Michael C. Rierson
Chairman

Bibliography Subcommittee

;)
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SITE DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

Becker, Robert. "A Search for 18th and 19th Century Vegetable Varieties."
Association for Living Historical Farms and Agr.icultural Museums,
Proceedings of the-Anntral Meeting 4 (1978-80), 45-67. Extensive list of

vegetable varieties from old seed catalogs and modern seed sources.

Carter, George F. "Domesticates as Artifacts.", In The Human Mirror: Material

and Spatial Images of Man,- edited by Miles Richardson, pp. 201-30. Baton

Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1974. Argues that domesticated

plants and animals are artifacts in the sense that they are natural mater-
ials modified by man for his own purpose. Thus, the cultural and biological

context of plant and animal uses may be analyzed as historical evidence.

Chase,.,Daryl, ed. Selected Living Historical Farms, Tillages and Agricultural

Museums in the United States and Canada. Washington, D.C.: Association

for Living Historical FEri-g-and Agricultural Museums and Smilhsonian

Institution, n.d.' Guidebook to 32 farms and agricultural museums.

Cotter, John L., comp. Handbook for,Historical Archaeology. Philadelphia,

. 1968. Classifies diTifTE7E--a-Eaording to four main categories: survival

(foods, consumption of food and drink, clothing, snelter), human

relationships, recreation and entertainment, and the external world.

Section on archeological methods and techniques. Topical bibliography.

Deetz, James.. Invitation to Archaeology. Garden City, N.Y.: Natural History

Press, 19677-1ntrotrinciples, methods, and problems of

present-day archeology in uncovering, interpreting, and understanding the

past. Discusses all aspects of archeology, including excavation,

radiocarbon dating, form analysis, and space-time slope'patterns.

Favretti, Rudy J., and Favretti, Joy Putman. For Every House a Garden: A Guide

for Reproducing Period Gardens. Chester, Conn.: Pequot Press, 1977.

Handbook on the basic characteristics of period landscapes Ocluding the

gardens of farmers, city merchants, country gentlemen, craftsmen and

workmen, and the Victorians. Includes list of authentic plants, 1620-1900.

and . Landscapes add Gardens for Historic Buildings: A.Handbook

----for ReToTTEcing and Creating Authentic Landscape Settings. Nashville:

American Association for State and Local History, 1978. Guide to site

analysis, research and plan development, period plants, ornamentation and

statuary, fencing and walkways, and maintenance for restored historic

gardens. Section on the history of American landscape design. Recognizes

the importance of recreating period settings for historic buildings.

Bibliography.

Frederic, Paul B. "Geography and Living History Farm Sites." Agricultural

History 48 (1974), 5-10. Discusses the importance of accuratg geOTTihical

organization and location in recreating a living historical farm.
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Hel, Edward. The Hidden Dimension. GardenoCity, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1966.
Scientific study ordistance and proximity; of-value in planning and
developing, as well as interpreting, historic sites and outdoor museums.

Hart, John Fraser. The Look of the Land. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-%
Hall, 1975. Study of the rural landscape that examines the factors
influencing rural life in North America and Europe, such as plant cover,
land division, farm size and tenure, farm management and expansion, crop
rotation and livestock, farm buildings and house types, settlement
patterns, and villages as well as the impact of mining, forestry, and
recreation.

'Hawes, Edward L. "Historic Seed Sources and the Future." Association for
Living Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums, Proceedings of the Annual
Meeting 1 (1975), 28-32. Provides information on sources of authentic seed °
"R-O-C-IF-TOr re-created historical farms. Describes work under way at the
National Seed Storage Laboratory in Colorado.

. "The Living Historical Farm in North America: New Directions in
Research and Interpretation." Association for Living Historical Farms and
Agricultural Museums, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting 2 (1976), 41-60. A
'summary statement on state of the art. IncTUdes,a brief view of the living
historical farm.mOvement in America, discussion of the concepts of living
history, consideration of probl,em areas, and suggestions for future
directions. Deals with each of the major museum functions: research,
care, interpretation, and education.

. "Nanning Living History Programs alid Facilities." Association'fur
HittoMcal Farms and Agricultural Museums% Proceedings of the Annual

Meeting ( 97:-:I , 2 - . sut ines seven areas of concern: museum iden-
tity, givens (history, landscape, structures, economics), modes of communi-

- cation (interpretation), research, collections, support, and operations.

and Weir, Elizabe,h. "The Historical Landscape: Recovery th,ough
-----iesearch." Association for Living Historical Farms and Agricultural

Museums, Proceaings of the Annual hi*ting 3 (1977), -25-31. Outl,nes steps
in designing and implementing a research program to document histor;.:al
landscape and environment for a historical farm or open-air museum, using
the Clayville Rural Life Center as a case study.

Hudson, Kenne h. A Handbook for Industrial Archaeology: A Guide to Fieldwork
and Reéarch. London: John Baker, 1967. Manual for designing research
and fi1dk, describing and recording industrial sites, and publishing
findings, with a discussion of the scope of industrial-archeology.

"ICOM Meeting on Open Air Museums." ICOM News 11 (Feb. 1958), 22-25. Reprint
of the declaration on open-air museums adopted by the 4th ICOM General
Conference convened in Denmark and Sweden in 1957 to study the problems of
open-air museums. Statement covers definition of and criteria and methods
for preserving popular architecture (moving, siting, and rebuilting), and
recommends the establishment of open-air museums in each country.

s,
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Jenkins, J. Geraint. "Folk Museums: Some Aims and Purposes." M,4seum7 Journal

69 (June 1969), 17-20. Briefly traces the history of folk museums fri---giTh-t

Britain and discusses the principles and methods of re-creation and .

education in open-air museums.

Kelsey, Darwin P. "Historical,Farms as Models of the Past." loissociation for

Living Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums, Proceedings of the Annual
Meeting 1 (1975), 33-38. Theoretical treatise on the concept of-historical

Kniffen, Fred B. "Material Culture in the Geographic Interpretation of the
Landscape." In The Human Mirror: Material and Spatial Images of Man,

edited by Miles Richardson, pp. 252-67. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State

University Press, 1974. Cultural ecolOgy combines the disciOlines of
anthropology and geography by studying the relationship between environment

and culture. The cultural geographer systematically studies occupance
uattern, the marks of human habitation on the land. As an example, the

author traces the impact of successive human occupation of the Louisiana
prairie by the Indians, the French, the Spanish, and Midwestern farmers.

Michelsen, Peter, and Alexander, Edward P. "The.Outdoor Museum and Its

Educational Program." In Historic Preservation Today, 1963 Seminar on
Preservation and Restoration, sponsored by the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and Colonial Williamsburg, pp. 201-24 Charlottesville;
,University Press of Virginia, 1966. Discusses the purposes, principles,

and practices of outdoor museums--preservation, recreation, and
education--as they evolved in European and American open-air museums.

Montgomery, Charles F. "The Historic House--A Definition." Museum News 38:1

(Sept. 1959), 12-16. Distinguishes four categories of historic houses and'

cites examples: the biographical house, the moment shrine, the era house,

and the area house--as a basis of establishing criteria for restoration and

furrikhing. Differentiates historic houses from museums with period

rooms.

National Park Servtce. Administrative Policies for Historical Areas of the

National Park System. Rev: ed. Washington, D.C.: National Park Serivce,

1973. Covers management policies for historic preservation, resource
management, visitor use, and physical development.

Noel Hume, Ivor. Historical Archaeology. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1972.

Handbook fur the amateur or student archeologist interested in excavating

and preserving historic American archeological %ites.

*Percy, David 0. Living Historical Farms: The Working Museums. Accokeek, Md.:

Accokeek Foundation, 1981. Detailed analysis of data compiled on living,

historical farm operation: objectives, finance, personnel, research,
farming, visitation, and governing bodies. Updates and suppleuents

Handbook by Schlebecker and Peterson. Useful to groups planning new living

history farm museums.
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Poctus, Gerald L. "Folk Culture Research, Ethnographic Analogy and the
Museum." Association for Living Histoeical Farms and Agricultural Museums,
Proceedings oi the Annual Meeting 4 (1978-80), 38-44. Because cultural
traits have persisted over space and time, the author recommends the use of
comparative cthnographic research findings in documenting a time period and
region to be pcietrayed in a museum.

Schlebecker,John T. Living Historical Farms: A Walk into the Past,
Washington, Q.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1968. Discusses the.origin and
concept of living historical farms as well as methods and problems of
re-creating farms from the past. Proposes the establishment of a Living
Historical Farming Experiment Station to research and breed historical
varieties of plants and animals.,

. "Standards of Excellence for Living History Farms."
Association for Living Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums,

Proceedings of the Annual Meeting 2 (1976), 1-7. Guidelines for the
operation of living historical farms--covering finances, personnel, safety,
maintenance, collections, farming, security, etc.

, and Peterson, Gale E. Living Historical Farms Handbook.
Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1972. Handbook for

starting a living historical farm, with a section on budgeting.
Directories of historical farms, museums, and resource persons. .

Stewart, John J. "Landscape Archaeology: Existing Plant Material on Historic
Sites as Evidence of Buried Features and as Survivors of Historic Species."
Association for Preservation Technology Bulletin.9:3 1,1977), 65-72.

Discusses the use of landscape archeology research tenniques to study
plant materials and other vegetation as evidence of human occupation at
historic sites.

Streatfield, David. :'Standards for Historic Garden Preservation and

Restoration." Landscape Architecture 59 (Apr. 1969), 198-204.
Distinguishes and lists types of gardens worthy.of preservation:. those

that are works of art; those designed by an important designer or theorist,
associated with national figures or events, or demonstrate historical
continuity; those with:collectionc plants of botanical importance or
regional ecological ce. Cites specific examples. Also discusses
legislation and sources of sup ort for landscape preservation.

Tisher, William H, "The Landscape: An Emerging Historic Preservation

Resource." Association for Preservation Technology Bulletin 4:2 (1979),

9-25. Traces the increasing recognition of historic landscapes as an
integral part of the historic environment to be preserved.

Turner, Suzanne L. "Plantation Papers as a Source for Landscape Documentation
and Interpretation: The Thomas Butler Papers." Association for

'Preservation Technology Bulletin 12:3 (1980), 28-47--tase study cl?
plantation papers used to document plantation operations, crop yields, and
horticulture. Similar studies can begin to document the 19th-century

southern landscape and environment.

ij
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Alexander, EdWard P. "Artlstic arid Historical Period Rooms." Curator
7:4 (1964), 263-81. Traces the history* of period 'rooms in American and

European museums. Distinguishes between the artistic period robm,.which
aims to exhibit outstanding examples of architecture and decorative arts.,
and the historical period room, which presents a room as it once actgally
appeared. ConclUdes that there are. very few of the latter:

-

Andrews, Wayne. Architecture, Ambition and Americansr A Social History of

American Architecture. Rev. ed. New York: Free Press, 1934. Surveys

the history of architectural taste in America from the colonial era to the

present.

Blumensan, John. Identifying American Architecture: A Pictorial Guide to
Styles and Terms, 16.00-1.945. Nashville: American Association for State

and Local History, 1977. Illustrated handbook of architectural styles and
terms from Spanish Colonialrthrough Art Moderne.

Borchers, Perry E. PhotogrammetriC Recordihg of Cultural Resources.
Washington D.C.7-711S. Department of the InteriOr, Office of ArcheolAy
and Historic Preservation, 1977. Nontechnical introducfiom,to the

application of rectified.photography in recording architecture.

I'
Brightman, Anna. Window Treatments for Historic Houses, 1700-1850.

Washington, D.C.: National Trust -Tor Historic Preservation, 1968.

technical leaflet on period window treatments for restored historic
houses, including simple and elaborate curtain styles with diagrams and
discussion of textiles, valences and festoons, and Venetian blinds and
shades.

4

*Bullock, Orin M., Jr. The Restoration Manual. Norwalk, Conn.: Silvermine

Publishers, 1966. Basic handbook r- the restoration of historic

buildings. Defails process of do, mentary, archeological, and
architectural research. Pvers execution of restoration drawings'and.
specifications aS well as maintenance of-historic buildings. Also

addresses the problem of selecting the period -for restoration.
7

Burchard, John, and Bush-Brown,. Albert. The Architecture of America: A

Social and Cultural History. Rev. ed. Boston: Little, Brown & Co.,

176-67-175-Ces the evolution of uniquely American architecture from
European forms.and'relates this evolutionto the growth of American
society and intellectual life.

Chambers, J. Henry. Rectified Photography and Photo Drawings for'Historic

Preservatibn. Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1973. Technical

report on a method developed for the preparation of photographic working
drawings and photo doculhentation.
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collecttons -and catalogs. Includes a lexicon of 11.major categories,
subdiv,ided into more specifc classification terms to be used with both'

10
f

Chenhall, Robert G. Museum Cataloging in the Computer Age. Nashville:
American Association for State and Local History, 1975. Handbook for the
lgyman On the- use of computers for cataloging museum collections,
including collections management, documentation, daia-processing

. .

- princtples, and terins, catalog aintent, records forms, cdmputer input, and
'':- seJected comptiter systems. ''

'.
,

. .NoMenclature for Museum Cataloging: A System for Classifyjn Man-Made -
.., Objects. NashviTle: American Association for state and LocaF His ory,

:,I:978. ,Clasification system for names of man-made objects in museum

v

. computerized and manual cataloging processes.

_CIiy4r, E: 6laine, "Reconstruction: Valid or Invalid?" Historic
Preservation 24 (Oct.-Dec. 1972), 22-25. Raises the phflosophical and

N- ethical issues surrounding reconstruction. Cites examples where'limited
reconstru tiOrtmighi be justified but concludes that, in general,
reconstru tion is not the answer to preserving archite'atural heritage or
interpreti g history.

"Testslfor the Analysis of Mortar Samples." Association for
'Preservation Technology Bulletin 6:1 (1974), 68-73. Outines a simple and
accurate method-of analyzing mortar samples that can be done in the field
with Only a basic .knowledge of chemistny. Useful in dating'masonny work.

Condit; Carl W. American Building: Materials and Techniques from the
Fi'rst,Colonial Settlement to the Present. CETEiTiT--UFT7e-FTIT-Of Chicago
Press-1,1969. Traces the history of American building construction,
including timber frame, masonry, iron and steel, and concrete construction
methods for buildings, bridges, and other engineering structures from the
17th to 20th centuries.

,

-\ Cooke, Lawrence S., ed. Lighting in America: !'rom Colonial Aushlights
to Victorlan Chandeliers. New York: Main Street/Universe Books, 1975.
tbilection of articles on American lighting devices reprinted from
Antiques magazine. Covers primitive lamps, oil lamps, candle holders, and
other lighting devices.

taousins Peter H. "Defining the Typical: Documenting Tools and Dnplement
Programs." Assoccation for Living Historical Farms and Agricultural
Museums, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting 1 (1975), 15-20. Discusses the
written, visual, and artifactual sources available for researching and
dOcumenting tool collections..

Cummings,'Abbott Lowell, comp. Bed Hangings: A Treatise on Fabrics and Styles,N
in the Curtainin of BeL. 1650-1850. Boston: Society for the
Preservation of hew Englaria -Antiquities, 1968.m Essays on fabrics and
documentary sources for bed hangings in New England. Includes numerous
annotated illustrations from primary pictoriar sources. Technical section
on construction anrd installation of bed hangings.

I ,
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, ed. Rural Household Inventories: Establishing the Names,- Uses and
----Furnishings of Rooms in the Cilonial New England Home, 1675-1775. Boston:

Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, 1-964.
Transcribed and edited room-by-room inventories from rural towns in
Suffolk County, Massachusetts. Glossary and illustrations. Essential
primary source for furnishing colonial New England period rooms.

. Dean, Jeff. Architectdral Photography: Techniques for Architdcts,
Preservationists, Historians, Photographers, and Urban _Planners.
Nashville: American Association for State and Local History, 1981: Manual

3
for photographically recording architecture with 35 mm. camera equipment.

*Dudley, Dorothy H.; Wilkinson, Irma Bezold; et al. Museum Registration
Methods. 3d ed., rev: Washington, D.C.: American Assodation of
Museums, 1979. Basic manual describing procedures for registering and
cataloging museum accessions and loans. Although intended primarily for
art museums, this revi sed and updated edition includes essays on the
special requirements of history and science museums as well as small
museums in general . Incorporates new information on marking, storage,
packing, and shipping objects and essays on tariff laws, computer
technology, and insurance. Bibliographies, glossary, illustrations, and
sample records and forms. Essential reference book.* _

..
"Early Roofing Materials." Association for Preservation Technology Bulletin

2:1-2 (1970), 18-89. Issue deVoted to early roofing materials with
bibl iography and 1 i st of primary sources , including insurance records ,

buil ders' guides., etc, Several specialized articles on wood shingle and
slate roofs in the United States and Canada.

Elliott, Stewart, and Wallas, Eugene. The Timber Framing Book. Kittery
Point, Me.: Housesmiths Press, 197T: Detailed description of traditional
timber frame construction with isometrics.

.,

Emerick, Robert H. "Heating Historic Structures." Progressive Architecture
38 (Aug. 1957), 152-56. Discusses problems and solutions in installing
heating systems as wel l as the pros and cons of central ized or local
heating in restored buildings. Also considers HVAC systems for buildings
with mixed usage.

Fitch, James Marston. Americah Building:" The Historical Forces That
'Shaped It. 2d ed.., rev. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966.
traces the impact of changing function on the forms of American
architecture front the 17th to the 20th centuries.

Fitzsimmons, K.R. "Termite Control in Historical Landmarks." Historic
Preservation 22 (Oct.-Dec. 1970), 40-44. Briefly describes methods of
detecti ng termi tes and chemical treatments for historic structures.

*Frangiamore, Catherine Lynn. Wallpapers in Historic Preservation.
Washington, D.C.: National Park Service, 1-972. Traces the history of
wal 1 paper technol ogy and styl es. Discusses the use of wal l paper sin ,

restoration projects.

1
i-4, A.,. .
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Franklin, Linda Campbell. From Hearth to Cookstove: An American Domestic
Hi:tory of Gadgets and Utensils Made or Used in America from 1700 to 1930.
1757-ence, Ala.: House of Collectibles, 1976. Encyclopedia of cooking
utensEs illustrated with photographs and manufacturers' drawings.
Includes recipes, information about care of utensils, buyers' guide, ancf
list of museums and historic sites with exhibits of cooking utensils.

Gayle, Margot; Look, David; and Waite, John. Metals in America's Historic
Buildings: Uses and Preservation Methods. Washington, D.C.: U.S.

uepartment of the Interior, 1980. Part 1 examines the historic uses of
such architectural metals as lead, tin, zinc, copper, nickel, iron, steel,
and aluminum. Part 2 discusses the sources of metal deterioration and
suggests appropriate preservation and maintenance techniques for each
metal

Giedion, Sigfried. Mechanization Takes Command. New York: aford
University Press, 1948. Survey of the effects of mechanization on
agriculture and food processing and preparation, domestic furnishings,
household work, and bathing from medieval times to the present. Also

discusses the sources and means of mechanization.

Goodall:Harrison, and Friedman, Renee. Log Structures: Preservation and

Problem Solving. Nashville: American Association for State and Local
History, 1980. Practical manual for solving problems inherent in log
construction--wood decay, loose chinking, leaking roofs, and sagging
floors. Suggests measures for salvaging lost structures with techniques
for preservation.

Grieff, Constance M. The Historic Property Owner's Handbook. Washington,

. D.C.: Natiorlal Trust for Historic Preservation, 1977. Part of study of
National Historic Landmark structures privately owned by individuals,
small historical societies, preservation groups, and other organizations.
Manual covers maintenance, resloration and rehabilitation, working with
consultants, public visitation, legal and financial techniques, sources of
assistance, and federal designation.

Grow, Lawrence. The Brand New Old House Catalog. New York: Warner
Books, 1980. Directory of suppliers of period materials and fixtures for
use in restoring historic buildings.

*Guldbeck, Per E. The Care of Historical Collections:
Handbook for t e onspecia 1st. Nashvil e: American Association for
State and Local History, 1972 (revised edition forthcoming). Manual on

basic conservation and preservation methods for historical artifacts,
including wood, paper, leather, metals, textiles, ceramics, and glass.
Sections on security, fire protection, environmental problems, storage,
shipping, and artifact documentation.

Hart, David M. "How to Date a House." Yankee Magazine 40 (July 1976),

98-113; (Nov. 1976), 126-31 ff. Guide to dating houses through

examination of physical evidence. Part 1 deals with the exterior and

structural aspects, part 2 with interior finishes.

A Conservation

I 0
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. X-Ray Examination of Historic Structures. Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Department of Interior, Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation,
1975. Technical report discusses a nondestructive method for
investigating a building's internal fabric.

Hockey, William B. "Scaled Rectified Photography on Site." Association for

Preservation Technology Bulletin 7:3 (1975), 36-78. Site application of

rectified photography in producing scaled-rectified negatives in the field.

*Insall, Donald W. The Care of Old Buildings Today: A Practical Guide.

London: Architectural Press, 1972. Handbook on the administration of
historic buildings,and conservation techniques used to preserve them.
Includes case studies of historic buildings in England.

*Jenkins, Joseph F., ed. Protecting Our Heritage: A Discourse on Fire

Prevention in Historic Buildings and Landmarks. 2d ed. Boston: National

Fire Protection Association, 1970. Useful suggestions for safety measures
to protect historic buildings from fire, including risk evaluation, good
housekeeping practices, and emergency planning. Appendix includes glos-

sary c)f fire protection equipment and NFPA standards and recommended
practices.

Kauffman, Henry J. The American Farmhouse. New York: Hawthorn Books, 1975.

Pictorial survey and floor plans of American farmhouses and outbuildings
in New England, the mid-Atlantic states, and the Southt, Section on farm

museums.

Kniffen, Fred B. "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion." Annals of the

Association of American Geographers 58 (Dec. 1965), 349-77.§tudies folk
house types (human habitation and barns) to distinguish the initial
occupation patterns established ty migrants from the eastern seaboard.
Traces the ojfusion and evolution of New England barns, the English I
house, the German log barn, and the English/Tidewater frame cottage.

*Lewis, Ralph H. Manual for Museums. Washington, D.C.: National Park

Service, 1976. Basic practical manual treating collections management,
furnishings for historic structures, and exhibit management.

Lynn, Catherine. Wallpaper in America from the 17th Centuny to World War I.

New York: W.W. Norton, 1980. Drawing on the cOlections of the .

Cooper-Hewitt Museum and others, this comprehensive study documents
changing tastes in wallpaper pattern and color. Sections on how hand- and

machine-printed wallpaper was made and hung.

McKee, Harley J. Introduction to Early American Masonny: Stone, Brick, Mortar

and Plaster. Series on Technology of Early American Building.

Washington, D.C.: National Trust for Historic Preservation and Columbia

University, 1973. Describes materials, tools, and techniques of historic

masonry construction in America.

, comp. Recording Historic Buildings. Washington, D.C.:

Department of the Interior, Office of Archeology and Historic

Preservation, 1968. Presents principles and standards of recording

historic architecture established by the Historic American Buildings

1 41
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Survey. Covers surveys, measured drawings, photographs, written
documentation, specialized recording techniques, and catalogs.
Illustrated with examples from HABS.

Malaro, Marie C. "Collections Management Policies." Mdseum News 58:2
(Nov.-Dec. 1979), 57-61. Discusses the legal necessity for museums to
adopt collections management policies and outlines the key components in
drafting them.

Mather, Eugene Cotton, and Hart, John Fraser. "Fences and Farms."
Geographical Review 44 (Apr. 1954), 201-23. Examines the functional
importance of fences in American agriculture and traces the development
and variationg'of regional fencing types with illustrated examples.

*Mayhew, Edgar de Noailles, and Myers, Minor, Jr. A Documentary History
of American Interiors from the Colonial Era to 1915. New York:

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1980. Illustrated description of the contents
and arrangement of American rooms as they evolved through a diversity of
styles based on pattern books, household guides, diaries and letters,
estate inventories, period advertisements, artifacts, and paintings and
prints. Examines furniture, floor coverings, pictures, textiles, wall
treatments, architectural details, lighting, color schemes, and
accessories for each period. Distinguishes between high style and country
interiors. Bibliography.

Montgomery, Florence M. "Antique and Reproduction Furnishing Fabrics in
Historic Houses and Period Rooms." Antiques 107 (Jan. 1975), 164-69.
Briefly discusses the research, restoTYFEFT and reproduction of period
.fabrics for furnishing historic houses.

. Printed Textiles: English and American Cottons and Linens, 1700-1850.

New York: Viking Press, 1970. Catalog of wood block, copperplate, ana
cylfilder printed textile collection at Winterthur with essays on English
printed textiles, colonial trade, textile furnishings in American homes
(bed hangings, window curtains, slipcovers), and textile printing in
America.

-Moss, Roger W. Century of Color: Exterior Decoration for American
Buildings, : 1- I. a ins en, . .: American Life Foundation,

1981. Documents the changing period paint color schemes for 19th tentury
structures, particularly Victorian houses. Practical guide includes color
chart and paint chips.

Murdock, George P., et al: Outline of Cultural Materials. Vol. n
4th ed., rev. New Haven: Human Relations Area Files, 1971. HierarChical
classification of cultural materials from all societies and a standard
system of organization of ideas, writings, artifact§, and art using a

"universal culture pattern."

Myers, Denys Peter. Gaslighting in America: A guide for Historic Preservation.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1918. Surveys

interior and exterior gaslighting fixtures used in America, providing
histories of the major manufacturing firms and a listing of the charter
dates for individual and city gas companies.

4.0
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Naeve, Milo. Ideritifying American Furni-ture: Colonial to National

Contemporary. Nashville: American Association for State and Local
Tristory, Mi. Pictorial guide to American furniture styles from the
17th to 20th centuries.

National Trust for Historic Preservation. Information: A Preservation
Sourcebook. Washington, D.C.: National Trust for Historic Preservation,
1976:Present. Series of leaflets on preservation techniques, including
funding, economics, legal 6onsiderations, and special building use.

. Preservation and Building Codes.' Washington, D.C.: Preservation
Press, 19/5. Papers from 19/4 conference on preservation issues and
solutions dealirfg with national and state building codes as applied to

hfstoric structures.

Neblett, Nathaniel P. Energy Conservation in Historic Homes.

Washington, D.C.: Historic House Association, 1980. Practical report on
energy-saving ideas and information for historic houses.

Nicholas, David D., ed. Wood Deterioration and Its Prevention by

Preservative rreatments. Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse University Press, 1973.
Two-volume manual on degradation and protection of wood with recommended
preservatives and preservation systems-for wood.

Niiel Hume, Ivor. A Guide to Artifacts of Colonial America. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 1970. Encyclopedia of early American pottery and
porcelain, glass, tools, decorative objects, and other household goods.

*Nylander, Jane C. Fabrics for Historic Buildings. 2d ed. Washington,

D.C.: National Trust for Historic Preservation Press, 1980. Discusses

research, construction, and installation of fabric furnishings--curtains,
upholstery, and bed hangings. Catalog of documented reproduction fabrics.

-

O'Dea, William T. The Social History of Lighting. London: Routledge,

Kegan Paul, 1958. Traces the evolution of lighting devices and the social

function of lighting. Considers light for home, travel, work, worship,

theater, entertainment, and navigation.

Peterson, Charles E., ed. Building Early America: Contributions

toward the History of a Great Industry. Proceedings of a symposium in

Philadelphia to celebrate the 250th birthday of the Carpenters Company of

the City and County of Philadelphia. Radnor, Pa.: Chilton Book Co.,

1976. Part 1 traces the evolution of the building industry from the
handicraft age through mechanical invention into the Age of Steam,
including articles on wood framing, brick and stone construction,
structural iron and concrete, roofing, window glass, and central heating.
Part 2 focuses on building preservation with case studies from the United
States, Canada, and Great Britain.
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*Peterson, Harold L. American Interiors, From Colenial Times to the

Late Victorians. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1971. Pictorial

'T)T17.-6-6book of American domestic interiors illustrated in period paintings

and prints. Appendix on inns and taverns. Originally published as

Americans at Home.

Phipps, Frances. Colonial Kitchens: Their Furnishings and Their Gardens.

New York: Hawthorn Books, 1972. Documents the furnishing of 17th- and
18th-century American kitchens and the plants grown in kitchen gardens
based on primary sources--inventories, travelers' accounts, diaries, etc.
Useful in planning colonial period kitchen restorations.

Pierson, William H., Jr., and Jordy, William. American Buildings and

Their Architects. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1970.
Comprehensive four-volume survey of American architectural styles and

architects from the colonial to modern periods.

Prudon, Theodore, ed. "Historic Hardware in the United States and

Canada." Association for Preservation Technology 4ewsletter 3 (June

1974). Issue devoted to historic hardware, with lists of collections,
buildings with original hardware, and resources including experts, suppli-

ers, manufacturers, and dealers. Bibliography and list of trade catalogs.

Quimby, Ian M.G., ed. Material Culture and the Study of American Life.

New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1978. Selectioh of papers presented at

the 1975 Winterthur Conference on the importance of historical artifacts in
understanding the American past. Includes essays on the historical value
of artifacts by Brooke Hindle, archeology and material culture by Ivor Noel
Hume, researching material culture history by Cary Carson, artifacts of
Southwest Indians by Bernard Fontana, vernacular architecture by Nathaniel
Alcock, historical preservation by Charles Hosmer, museums and popular
taste by Neil Harris, interpreting material culture by Harold Skramstad,
the curator and the object by Arlene Palmer, historical films by James
Curtis, and material culture studies in colleges by James Kavanaugh.

, and Earl, Polly Anne, eds. Technological Innovation and the Decorative

Arts. Charlottesville: University Press of V11inia, 1974. Papers from

the 1973 Winterthur Conference an the effect of technological change and
methanized production on the development of home furnishings in the 18th
and 19th centuries, including silver, ironware, glass, furniture, printed

textiles, and wallpaper.

Rapoport, Amos. House Form and Culture. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-

Hall, 1969. Analysis of vernacular house fi)rm and structure
interrelationships throughout time and the world. Of value to

interpreters of outdoor museums and historic. farmsteads.

Raup, H F. "The Fence in the Cultural Landscape." Western Folklore

67 (Jan. 1947), 1-12. Contends that the fence is a significant element of
material culture, indicative of its pliy-§101-surroundings and having
special social significance stemming from cultural tradition and contact.
Studies examples of fence types and materials as indicators of vegetation
and climatic conditions as well as the builder's ingenuity and wealth.
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*Reibel, Daniel B. Registration Methods for the Small Museum. Nashville:

American Association for State and Local History, 1978. Describes basic

registration system for documenting collections in museums with limited

staff. Includes sample registrar's manuals and forms.

"Restoration and Preservation of Historic Buildings." Building Research 1

(Sept.-Oct. 1964). Issue devoted to papers preserind at the 1964 Building
Research Institute Forum on preservation and restoration of historic

buildings. Articles on the restoration profession; adaptive use;
historical, archeological, and architectural research; architectural
photogrammetny, measured drawings, and photographic records; restoration
principles and guidelines; protection against insects and decay; climate
control; masonry restoration; site planning and design; working drawings,
specifications, and bids; and maintenance.

Richards, Nancy. "Executed in Neatness of Patterns and Oegance of

Colors: Reproduction Fabrics and Wallpapers." Association for

Preservation Technology Bulletin 12:1 (1980), 52717 Discusses the
advantages and-problems of commercially reproducing historic fabrics and

wallpapers.

7lichert, Roland S., and Vivian, R. Gordon. Ruins Stabilization in the

Southwestern United States. Pubiications;in Archeology 10. Washington,

D.C.: National Park Service, 1962. Guide to methods, materials, and
techniques employed in stabilizing prehistoric and historic ruins from the

vicissitudes of nature. Utilizes advances in chemistry and construction

technology. Includes section on recording the stabilization process.

Rickert, John E. "House Facades of Northeastern United States: A Tool

of Geographical Analysis." Annals of the Association of American

Geographers 57 (June 1967), 211-38. Analysis of the primary parts of

house facades (foundation, general structure, exterior covering, roof,
chimney, windows, entrance, composite appearance, auxiliary construction)
as an effective means of dating time periods of house construction after

1830.

Roth, Rodris. Floor Coverings in 18th Century America. Contributions

from the Museum of History and Technology 59. Washington, D.C.:

Smithsonian Institution Press, 1967. Illustrated survey of floor

coverings available in the 18th century and their use--from Turkey carpets
to Brussels carpets, sand to painted floor cloths. Discusses accounts of

sales, maintenance, colors and patterns, and decor of rooms based on 18th-
century documents and pictures.

Rushing, Byron. "Afro-Americana: Defining It, Finding It, Collecting

It." Museum News 60:3 (Jan.-Feb. 1982), 33-40. Observes that the primary

goal in coTlecting for Afro-American history museums is to oocument the

.
culture and history of people of African descent in the Americas.

Suggests criteria for establishing collecting policies and locatin

Afro-American artifacts. Notes the importance of historic buildings to

preserving Afro-American heritage.
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Sande, Theodore Anton. Industrial Archeology: A New Look at the
American Heritage. New York: Pefiguin Books, 19/8. Illustrated survey of
historically significant sites and structures that have shaped America's
industrial past: bridges, mills, mines, blast furnaces, dams, factories
waterworks, power llants, terminal buildings, machine shops, grain
elevators, etc. N,

N\

Scott, G.A. Deterioration an6 Preservation of Timber in Buildings.
London: Longmans, 1968. Analyzes decay from fungal and insect at':.ack.
Also discusses proper moisture content and environmental influeice on the
durability of wood and recommends treatments.

*Seale, William. Recreating the Historic House Interior. Nashville,
American Association for State and Local History, 1979. Step-by-step guide
for researching and developing collections list and furnishings plans for
restored historic houses. Provides details for interior finishes of floors
and walls. Sections on furniture, lighting devices, textiles, and utili-
tarian and ornamental objects. Bibliography. -Essential reference book.

. The Tasteful Interlude: AAerican Interiors through the Camera's Eye,
----I-860-1917. 2d ed., rev. Nashville: American Association for Stite and

Local History, 1981. Period photographs document the decorative influences
on the living places of Victorian America. Excellent reference for period
restorations.

Stillinger, Elizabeth. The Antiques Guide to Decorative Arts in America,
1600-1875. New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1973. Discusses the relation-
ship of 'American antiques to their own time and to each other. Outlines
the development in each of the main branches of craftsmanship--furniture,
silver, ceramics, glass, and other metals--for each style period--Jacobean,

William and Mary, Queen Anne, Chippendale, Federal, Empire, and Victorian.

Streeter, Donald. "Early American Wrought Iron Hardware." Association for
Preservation Technology Bulletin 5:1 (1973), 22-49; 5:2 (1973), 9-37; 6:1
(1974), 40-67; 6:2 (197-4), 6-37. Series of articles on early American
wrought iron hinges and locks.

Taylor, Diane Greene. "Registration in a Historic House Museum." In Museum
Registration Methods, edited by Dorothy H. Dudley, Irma Bezold Wilkinson,
et al., pp. 253-66. 3d ed., rev. Washington, D.C.: American Association
of Museums, 1979. Discusses the special concerns of the historic house
registrar. Suggestions for determining the needed files, arranging
storage areas, dealing with archeological artifacts and reproductions,
correcting inadequate registration, and conducting an inventory.

Timmons, Sharon, ed. Preservation and Conservation: Principles and
Practices. Proceedings of the North American International Regional
Conference, Williamsburg and Philadelphia, 1972. Washington, D.C.:
National Trust for Historic Preservation Press, 1976. Papers from a joint
meeting of architectural preservationists and museum conservators

addressing issues related.to their respective professional roles and



organizations, materials and-ie76-h-hiques_em loyed, professional standards,
and education. Section on materials and tec-niques includes essays on
wood, masonry, metals, paints and varnishes, and maiitenante_.

---
Train, Arthur K., Jr. The Story of Everyday Things. New York: Harper &

Brothers, 1941. TFices the history of houses, furniture, food, clothes,
transportation, communication, agriculture, handicraft industny, community
life, and amusementS in America from the 17th to 19th centuries.
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United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization.
Preserving and Restoring Monuments and Historic Buildings. Museums and
Monuments 14. Paris: UNESCO, 1972. International manual on the
principles and techniques of preservation and restoration of historic
structures with sections on legislation, surveys, photogrammetric records,
deterioration factors, and historic districts.

United States, Department of Housing and Urban Development and Department
of the Interior. Guidelines for Rehabilitating Old Buildings.
Washington, D.C., 1977. Principles for planning rehabilitation and new
construction projects in older neighborhoods. Checklist of changes to
consider or avoid for buildings listed on or eligible for the National
Register of Historit Places.

Ubited States, Forest Products Laboratory. Wood Handbook. Madison, Wis.: U.S.

Forest Service, 1974. Manual on the physical and mechanical properties of
wood.

Vlach, John M. The Afro-American Tradition in Decorative Arts. Cleveland,
Ohio: Cleveland Museum of Art, 1978. Historical survey of black material
culture artifacts and architecture in America. Exhibit catalog with
interpretive essays and bibliography.

Von Rosenstiel, Helen. American Rugs and Carpets from the 17th Century to
Modern Times. New or : Wil iam Morripw, o., : omp ete survey of.
American floor coveriligs, including sarA, straw mats, painted oil cloths.,
hooked and woven rugs, and pile carpets. Discusses manufacturing
processes and installation techniques.

Waite, Diana S., ed. Architectural Elements: The Technological Revolution.
American Historical Catalog Collection 17. Princeton, N.J.: Pyne Press,
1973. Reprints six representative catalogs of galvanized and cast iron
architectural elements, plumbing and heating fixtures, marble mantels,
wood and iron staircase elements, and art and etched glass transoms and
sidelights.

Warwick, Edward; Pitz, Henry C.; and Wyckoff, Alexander. The History

of American Dress. New York: Benjamin Blom, 1965. Five-volume survey of
American clothing including_access9ries and head and foot gear for men,
women, and children.



Watkins, Malcolm. "The Central Role of the Commonplace in the History
Museum." Western Museums Quarterly 3 (June 1965), 9-13. Contends tWat
the essential function of the history museum is the preservation and
interpretation of artifacts from everyday life--utilitarian objects and

vernacular architecture--in order to present a balanced view of the past.
Stresses the importance of not overfurnishkg 9r overdecorating the
dwellings of ordinary people.

Weinstein, Robert A., and Booth, Larry. Collection, Use, and Care of Historical
Photographs. Nashville: American Association for State and Local
History,-1777., Comprehensive discussion of collection, identification,
handling, preservation, storage, and interpretition of original historical
photographs.:

Weiss, Norman R. Exterior-Cleaning of Historic Masonry Buildings.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Interior, 1971. Technical report
discusses various methods of cleaning masonry and the complex factors to
consider before selecting a suitable method.

Weitzman, David. Traces of the Past: A Field Guide to Industrial
Archaeology. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1980. Handbook
for locating, identifying, and recording surviving industrial structures.

Whiffen, Marcus. American Architecture since 1780: A Guide to the Styles.
Cambridge, Mass: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1969.
Illustrated field handbook that identifies styles and periods of American
architecture. Glossary.

Williams, Donna, and Smith, Baird. "Energy Conservation in Historic
Preservation." 11593 (U.S. Department of the Interior, Heritage
Coaservation and Recreation Service) 2 (June 1977 supp.). Summarizes
federal and state energy conservation plans and programs. Outlines
technical considerations for conserving energy 0 historic buildings.

Wright, Gwendolyn. Building the Dream: A Social History of Housing
in America. New York-: Pantheon, 1981. rnterpretive essays on different
types of American dwellings, including row houses, slave quarters and
plantation houses, industrial housing and mill towns, Victorian
"cottages," apartment buildings and urban tenements, bungalows and planned
communities, and public housing.

Zelinsky, Wilbur. "Walls and Fences." Landscape 8 (Spring 1959),
-14-20, Studies the historical geography of farm fencing along the
Atlantic seaboard, including stump, worm, stone, and board fences.

9
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INTERPRETATION

*Alderson, William T., and Low, Shirley P. Interpretation of Historic
Sites. Nashville: American Association for State and Loc4l History,

177-67 Basic text treats the practical problems of deloping and
conducting interpretive programs at historic sites.

Alexander, Edward P. "A Fourth Dimension for History Museums." Curator

11 (Dec. 1968), 263-89. Argues that the fourth dimension of retrogressive
time is a powerful eduoational method that museums convey to visitors by
enabling them to use their sensory perceptions to experience the preserved
historical environment. Traces the early eff3rts of preservationists to
secure an authentic historical environment and culture in historic houses,
restored villages, and outdoor museums.

. Museums in Motion: An Introduction to the History and Functions of

--Museums. Nashville: American Association for State and Local History,

1979. Traces the rise of museums since the 1800s. Explores philosophies

and practices of collection, conservation, research, exhibition, and
interpretation, and the social responsibility of the modern museum.

Chapter 5 deals with the history museum, including historic houses.and
open-air museums. Chapter 11 focuses on interpretation in museums.

Alvarez, Ronald A.F.; Kline, Susan Calhoun; and McCutcheon, Priscilla Brown.
Exploring Local History. Self-Discovery through the Humanities. 4th ed.,

rev. Washington, D.C.: NiTional Council on the Aging, 19/8. Curriculum

materials for continuing adult education course on local history that
includes visits to historic sites, study of architectural styles,
experiments with oral history, stuly of historical photographs, and
discussion of poetry, fiction, and historical writings.

Anderson, Jay, ed. "Foodway Programs." Association for Living

Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums, Proceedings of-the Annual
14Rting 1 (1915), 21-22. Points out that a foodway program is an
important part of living historical farm operation and should encompass
food,conception, procurement, preservation, preparation, consumption, and
interpretation, and health laws.

Asher, Robert. "Experimental Archeology." American Anthropologist 63

(Aug. 1961), 793-816. Discusses the principles of imitative experiments
used by archeologists to learn about the past; summarizes five case

studies.

Balaban, Richard C., and St. Clair, Alison Igo. The Aystery Toar: Exploring

the Designed Environment with Children. Washington, D.C.: National Trust

for Historic Toreservationyress, 1976. A curriculum guide for teaching

children how to"develop a sense of place and an appreciation for the
historical aspects of the built environment--man-made structures,
neighborhoods, communities, and the life style of their inhabitants.
Program developed at the Echo Hill Outdoor School in Maryland.

2
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Barnes, Frank. "Viewpoint: Living History, Clio or Cliopatra. History News
29 (Sept. 1974) 202-3. Criticizes living history museums for catering to
tourists seeking nostalgia by rresenting a' false impression of the past
as an artificially happy world without pain, death, hard labor, discrimi-
nation, and disappointment. Urges historic sites to interpret the 'last
more honestly.

, 0

Bay, Ann. Museum Programs for Young People. Washington, D.C., 1973. Case

studies of humanities programs for young people in 24 museums, including
,

some history museums.

Black, Patricia F. "Today's. Youth, Tomorrow's Heritage: Teenage Docents at
,Old Economy." Historic Preservation 24 (Apr.-June 1972), 18-21.
Demonstrates how teenagers can make a valuable contribution to historic
site programs as interpreters, crafts assistants, education aides, and
grounds laborers after school, on weekends, and during summers.

Botein, Stephen; Leon, Warren; Novak, Michael; Rosenzweig, Roy; and
Warden, G.B., eds. Experiments in History Teaching. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard-Danforth Center for Teaching and Learning, 1977. Compilation of
teaching suggestions from 75 New England history teachers on cultural
artifacts, community history, the personality in history, ethnic and

.

social history, and quantifying the past. Appendix of museums and
historic sites in New England.

"Breaking Barriers: Black Museums Call for a Truer History." History News

36 (Feb. 1981). Issue devoted to the research, preservation, and
interpretation of black heritage. Articles by Thomas Battle, Leo Twiggs,
Richard Dozier, and Rowena Stewart.

Burch, Glenn E., and Ulland, Linda M. "Learning by Living." Museum News 55:1
(Sept.-Oct. 1976), 23-31. Describes Environmental Living Programs
conducted at historic sites in the western United States.

Carson, Cary. "Living Museums of Everyman's History." Harvard Magazine

83 (July-Aug. 1981), 22-32. Explores the impact of the new social history
on democratized interpretation at living history museums and villages with
their collections of artifacts recreating the lives of ordinary people.
Points out the difficulty in tfine-capsule restorations of interpreting the

-.dynamic forces that shaped or changed a community. Challenges the use of
history as catechism to impart selected'values.

Casterline, Gail Farr. Archives and Manuscripts: Exhibits. Chicago: Society

of American Archivists, n80. Booklet on planning, conseryation methods,
design and fabrication, and traveling exhibits for archival and manuscript
materials.

Center for Museum Education. Lifelong Learning/Adult Audiences. ,

. Sourcebook 1. Washington, D.C:: George Washington University, 1978.
Discusses issues in the fields of lifelong learning and continuing
adult education. Includes examples of programs from museums and elsewhere

as well as guidelines, resources, and bibliographies.

.
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. Programs for Historic Sites and Houses. Sourcebook 3.
--Washington, T.C.: George Washington University, 1978. Collection of case

studies of programs demonstrating alternative aproaches to presenting
history in museums and sites. Intended for museum educators working at
historic sites. Bibliography.

. Volunteers in Museum Education. Sourcebook 2. Washington, D.C.:
--GeoTtFWIDTiTfg5rTIJrTiVers13-9. Compendium of museum education

practices from volunteer programs throughout the country- Sections on
training, managing, and evaluating volunteers, witli suggestions for record
keeping. Resource list and bibliography.

Chesler, Mark, and Fox, Robert. Role-Playirig Methods in the Classroom.
Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1966. Discusses theory and
application of role-playing teaching methods; includes case studies.
Applicable to historic site interpretation.

Clark, Clifford E., Jr. "Domestic Architecture as an Index to Social

Histo* The Romantic Revival and the Cult of Domesticity in America,
1840-1870." Journal of Interdisciplinary History 7 (Sugclr 1976), 33-56.

Study of changing standards and forms for housing in mid-19th-century
America as reflective of broader social reform in Victorian culture.

Coleman, Laurence Vail. Historic House MUSEUMS. Washington, D.C.:

American Association of Museums, n33. Reprint. Detroit: Gale Research
Co., 1973. .Classic study important to understanding the origins and
evolution of historic house museums.

Coles, John M. Experimental Archaeology. New York: Academic Press, 1979.

Introduction to the concept of experimental archeology--the study of the
past through careful reconstruction of historic and prehistoric
conditions, processes, and material culture. Discusses selecIlid

experimental archeological projects dealing with the themes of discovery
and exploration, subsistence, settlement, arts and crafts, life and death.

Collins: Zipporah W., ed. Museums, Adults and the Humanities: A Guide to.

Educational Programming. Washington, D.C.: American Association of

Museums, 1981. Collection of essays on lifelong learning and humanities

themes,in the museum setting. Describes adults as learners, provides

advice on developing and funding humanities programs for adults, and
includes eight case studies. Based on a series of seminars sponsored by

the AAM Education Committee.

Cotter, John L. "Above Ground Archaeology." American Quarterly 26

(Aug. 1974), 266-74. Applies archeological methods of data retriamal to

understanding all tangible historical'evidence wherever it
survives--artifacts, photographs, documents, buildings, geographical

features, and oral history.
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"Archaeology and Material Hfstory: A Personal Approach to the
-----Discovery of the Past." a The Study of American Culture/Contemporary

C'-'-,cts, edited by Luther -S. Luedke, pp. 77=97. ,Deland, Fla.:
EVI-rett/Edwards, 1977. Discusses the application of archeology to 'the
.recovery and conservation of American'culturAl history. Demonstrates how
students can use above ground archeology techniques to study history.

Deetz, James. In Small Things Forgotten: THe Archaeology of Early
American Life. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday/Anchor Press, 1977. An

anthropologist's interpretation of colonial New England artifacts.

Rochemont, Richard, and ROot, Waverley.Lewis. Eating in America:
A History. New York:, William Morrow & Co., 1976. Social history of
eating ha:tzits and food.

Dorson,t.Richard, ed: .Folklore and Folklife. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1972. Collection of iisiTsOTIdifferent fields of folklife
studies, including oral folkloi.e, ocial)folk custom (recreation, festi-
vals, medicine, religion), material culture (arts, crafts, architecture,
costume, Oookery), and folk arts, as well as.concepts and methods.

'Ellsworth, LUCiAls F., and,Ellsworth, Linda V. "House-Reading:. How to Study
Historic Housesas Symbols of Society.' History News 35 (May 1980),.9-13.
Systematic approach to studyigg historic houses with recommendations for
-interpretation.

Fairley, John A. History Teaching through Museums. -London: Longmans,
1977. Manual for teachers using museums and historic sites as educational
resources. Covers planning educational objectives, organizing field
trips, designing study activities at the museum, and taking advantage of
museum school services. Includes case study, "Digging up the Past," at
the London Museum and curriculum materials from other museums in Great
Britain.

Flanders, Ned A., And Flanders, Mary P. "Emaluating Docent Performance."
Curator 19:3 (1976), 198-225. Two-part article concerned with the
evaluation of museum programs through analysis of tours, teaching
evaluation procedures for docents, and the use cf evaluation findings.

Fleming, E. McClung. "Early American Decorative Arts as Social Documents."
Mississippi Valley Historical Review 45 (Sept. 1958), 276-84. Demon-
strates how decorative arts pr5TUF.evidence about materials and
manufacturing techniques, trade, technology, standards of living and
social usage, popular taste and sWes, especially when seen in the
context of the historic house or oriod room.

. "The Period Room as a Curatoria, Publication." Museum News 50:9
(June 1972), 39-43. Recommends a svstem for analysis of the research,
authorship, and classification of tiis important historical presentation
medium. Of value to period room planners and docents.

2
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"Focus on American Food and Foodways." Journal of American Culture 2
(Fall 1979). Issue devoted to aspects of'acquisition, preparation, and'
consumption of food in America, including ethnic foodways and the role of
food in American culture and life. Includes article by Thomas Morain
about living historical farms and the need for basic social history
research in interpreting daily farm life.

Frye, Melinda Young. "Costume as History." Museum News 56:2 (Nov.-Dec.
1977), 37-42. Traces the history.of museum costume collections and ,

demonstrates bow costumes can be usea to interpret lifstory as social,
economic, technological, and industrial indicator's.

Gerlach, Larry R. "Making the Past Come Alive." History News 30 (S,vt.
1975), 222-25. Describes a functional approach to interpretation at a
hypothetical historic house.

Glassie, Henry. Pattern in the Material Folk Culture of the Ea-stern
United States. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1968.
Theory of structure and process reflected in folk culture--architecture,
tools, foodways, etc. Distinguishes regional patterns in the South,
North, Midwest, and mid-Atlantic area.

Goldfield, David R. "Living History: The Physical City as Artifact
and Teaching Tool." History Teacher 8 (1975), 535-56. Discusses the
function, form, and context of the surviving physical elements of urban
life--structures,-open spaces, and streets. Presents a model for using
the physical city as a laboratory for teaching history.

*Gowans, Alan. Images of American Living: Four Centuries of Architecture
and Furniture as Cultural Expression-. New York: -J.B. Lippincott, 1976.
Cultural history of American building and furnishing from the 17th to 20th
centuries, focusing on the medieval, classical, Victorian, and modern ehb.

Grater, Russell K. The Interpreter's Handbook. Technical Series 8, edited

by Earl Jackson. N.p.: Southwest Parks and Monuments Association, 1976.
Manual for interpreters on the methods, skills, and techniques of .

interpretation in natural, archeological, and recreation parks, forests,
and museums.

Handlin, David P. The American Home: Architecture and Society, 1815-1915.
Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1979. Explores the concepts that formed the
basis of American housing and changes in domestic architecture duriflg the

19th'century.

Harevan, Tamara, ed. "Papers hom Old Sturbridge V:llage." Journal of Family

History 6 (Spring 1981). Issue devoted to teaching family history using

materia culture sources based on a joiht program at Clark University and
Old Sturbridge Village. Articles on teaching with photographs and
paintings bytWarren Leon, historic houses by Peter S. O'Connell, and
documents by Ellen K. Rothman. Includes teaching strategies and

bibliographies.

2
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Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service. Volunteer Handbook: A Resource
Guide on Volunteerism. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the

Interior, 1978. Discusses the benefits, issues, and organization of
volunteer,programs for parks and historic sites. Resource list.

Hindle, Brooke. "Museum Treatment of Industrialization: History, Problems,
Opportunities " Curator 15 (Sept. 1972), 206-19. Traces the origins of
industrial museums and discusses the opportunities of interpreting
industrialization through demonstrating operating machines, films of-
operating machines, and models. Argues that it is important to go beyond
the machine to interpret the valgesof technological change.

"History Goes on-Stage: How Theatre'TechrTiques 'Aid Local History."

History News 36 (June 1981).- Issue devoted to the use of draida for
interpretation and training as well as drama based on oral tradition.

"History Lives!" Museum News 533 (Nov. 1974). Issue on history museums and

interpreting history. Articles on the challenges to history museums by
William T. Alderson, craft demonstrations by Peter W. Cook, living history
by Robert D. Ronsheim, OSHA and historic sites by John Fowler, walking
tours by Henry Hope Reed, collecting and interpreting recent history by
L. Thomas Frye, and outdoor history museums by Holly Sidford.

Jackson, John B. The Necessity for Ruins. Amherst: University of

Massachusetts Press, 1980. A master interpreter of the landscape shares
his former lectures, which furnish interpretive Insights into the natural
and built environments from garages to monuments, orchards to lamp pOsts.

Johnson, Laurence A. Over the Counter and on the Shelf: Country Storekeeping

in America, 1620-1920. Rutland, Vt.: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1961.
Surveys the history of storekeeping,from early stores in the colonies and
on the frontier to the beginning of modern mass milrchandizing. . Section on

the histdry of selected products is useful for fu6ishing and interpreting
comntry stores.

Kay, William Kennon. Keep It Alive! Tips on Living History Demonstrations.

Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, 1975. Booklet on

living history demonstrations in restored towns', military posts, and

farms. Discusses the philosophy of living histony, the role of the
interpreter as historian, and the use of period costumes.

Keller, Clair W. "Role Playing and Simulation in History Classes."
History Teacher 8 (1975), 573-81. Discusses role-playing and simulation

teaching methods that can be applied to historic site interpretive
programs.

Kelsey, Darwin P., ed. "American Agriculture, 1790-1840." Agricultural

History 46 (Jan. 1972). Issue devoted to papers from a symposium at Old

Sturbridge Village. Includes articles on outdoor museums by Kelsey and on
"Curatorial Agriculture" by John ScHlebecker, as well as several scholarly

essays interpretipg aspects of American agricultural history.

,9
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Kenney, Alice P. I.Women, History and the Museum." History Teacher 7 (Aug.
1974), 511-23. Traces the changing domestic role of women on the colonial
frontier and in industrial movements in America. Suggests interpretive
themes for teaching women's history at museums and historic sites.

Kotz, Ellen G. "Preservation Education: Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade."
Information 23. Washington, D.C.: National Trust for Historic Preser-

J vation, 197-9. Compendium of preservation education programs and materials
dealing with environmental awareness, architecture and art, communicy
studies, renovation versus relocation, local history, oral history, arche-
ology, maritime preservation, and historic houses. Resource list.

Lehman, Susan Nichols, and Igoe, Kathryn, eds. Museum-School Partnerships:
Plans & Programs. Sourcebook 4. Washington, D.C.: Center for Museum
Education, 1981. Sampling of successful collaborative education programs
between museums and schools. Also deals with broad issues and provides
suggestions for plannibg programs. Sections on traditional and post-
secondary school audiences, teaching strategies, and potential financial
support.

Lewis, Steve. "Living History: An Active Interpretation of the Past."

Trends (Oct.-Dec. 1974),-2123. Discusses safety and conservation issues
that must be considered in planning living history programs.

,

Lewis, William J. Interpreting for Park Visitors. N.p.: Eastern Acorn
Press, Eastern National Parks and Monuments Association, 1980. Handbook

on principles and methods of interpretation and communication for park

interpreters. Applicable to historic sites.

"Living History." Interpreter: A Journal for Environmental Communicators

12 (Spring 1981). Issue on living history featuring articles on programs
throughout the West and interpretive research.

Lord, Clifford L. Teaching History with Community Resources. 2d ed., rev.

New York: Columbia Teachers College Press, 196/. Teacher's guide to
diverse local resources that can be used to teach history. Sections on

research, field tri.ps, building community resources, and special
activities for students.

McCalmon, George, and Moe, Christian. Creating Historical Drama: -A Guide for

the Community and the Interested Individual. Carbondale: Southern

Illinois lTniversity Press, 1965. Manual for organizing, writing, and pro-
ducing community-oriented histdrical dramas, including biographical,
pageant, and epic dramas.

Mahaffrey, Ben D. Relative Effectiveness and Visitor Preference of
Three Audio-Visual Media for-Interpretation of an Historic Area.
DepartMental Information Report 1. College Station: Texas A & M

University, 1969. Compares communicative value of leaflets, signs, and
message repeaters at historic sites among various socioeconomic groups.

Marshall, Howard W. "Folklife and the Rise of American Folk Museums."

Journal of American Folklore 90 (Oct.-Dec. 1977), 391-413. Brief histony
of outdoor museums _and discussion of their interpretive techniques.
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Massialas, Byron G., and Zeven, Jack. Creative Encounters in the Classroom.

New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1967. Discusses inquiry And discovery
teaching methods, including case studies of artifact and value analysis.

Applicable to interpretive programs at historic sites.

Mayo, Edith, ed. "Focus on Material Culture." 4ournal of Anierican

Culture 3 (Winter 1980). Issue devoted to the study of'historical

WFITTIEts. Includes articles on artifact classification,by Ronald
Marchese; material culture as nonverbal communication (case stu.iy of
Victorian parlor organs) by Kenneth Ames; 19th century mourning artifacts
by Martha Pike; 19th-century gynecological instruments and surgery by
Virginia Drachman; women's influence on architecture (in Atlanta) by
Darlene Roth; political campaign artifacts by Otto Thieme, Roger Fischer,
and Edith Mayo; toys and American culture by Bernard Mergen; and the
material culture of working-class homes by Lizabeth Cohen.

Meinig, D.W., ed. Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes. New York: Oxford

University Press, 1979. Series of geographical essays on how to
read landscapes, including a guide to the American scene by Peirce Lewis,
"Age and Artifact" by David Lowenthal, "The Landscape of Home" by David
Sopher, "The Order of Landscape" by J.B. Jackson, and "Symbolic

Landscapes" by D.W. Meinig.

"Museums and Agriculture." Museum 24:3 (1972). Issue devoted to the

history oragriculture as interpreted in musemms. Includes essays on
"Historical and Traditional Agriculture," "Improving World Food Supplies:
A Role for Museums," findings of an international survey on the plate of
agriculture in museums as well as articles on agricultural museums and
collections in Hungary, England, Egypt, France, and tne United States.

National Park Service. A Personal Training Program for Interpren.
Arlington, Va.: National Recreation and Park Associatiol, . Syllabus

workbook to accompanyfive video tapes designed as self-training package
for interpreters in the National Park Service and other agencies'providing
interpretive services to visitors in parks, historic sites, monuments, and

recreation areas. Five modules focus on the components of interpretation,
questioning strategies, structuring strategies, responding strategies, and

organization and evaluation.

*Neal, Arminta. Exhibits for the Small Museum. Nashville: American

Association for State and Local History, 1976. Practical handbook on
effective design, lighting, labeling, and arrangement of exhibits for

museums with modest budgets.

Nichols, Susan K., ed. Historians/Artifacts/Learners: The Working Papers.

Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1982. Papers by museum and
college practitioners consider the thesis of collecting and documenting
clearly articulated theories and methodologies about teaching history from

material culture evidence. Disciplines represented include historical
archeology, art history, cultural anthropology and folk life, history of

technology, cultural geography, and social history. Historical overview

by Thomas Schlereth. List of syllabuses and bibliography.

2,_4
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"Nostalgia vs. History." History News 36 (Dec. 1981). Issue devoted to
problem of the nostalTc attitudes of visitors toward history and their
implications for historic site interpretation. Articles by Mary Lynn
Stevens and Robert Ronsheim.

Oliver, John W. History of American Technology., New York: Ronald
Press Company, 1956. Historical survey of the developmeht of American
science and technology and their effect on the growth of America's
culture, from early agricultural and domestic technologies to modern
industrial and communication technologies.

Parr, Albert Eide. "Habitat Group and Period Room.0 Curator 6:4 (1963),
325-36. Compares the purpose of a habitat group, which provides
background for Its natural inhabitant, to the period room, which assembles
objects illustrating a style or previous pattern of coexistence but
usually omitting the original occupant. Observes that most period rooms
in American museums represent the esthetic approach while the historical
and sociological period rooms in European museums represent both taste and
technology.

. "Heating, Lighting, Plumbing, & Human Relations." Landsca e
(Winter 1970), 28-29. Brief discussion of the impact of tet nical
innovations in heating, lighting, and plumbing on household plans, decor,
and way of life in the early 20th century.

. "History and the Historical Museums." Curator 15:1 (1972)53-61.
-----biscusses the kinds of misrepresentation often found in historic houses

and history museums. Contends that these museums must attempt to
demonstrate the impact of social change and technological progress if they
Ve to avoid a nostalgic approach to history.

Perrin, Richard W.E. Outdoor Museums. Publications in Museology 4.

Milwaukee: Milwaukee Public Museum, 1975. Trices the development of
outdoor museums and museum villages in Europe and America. Presents plan
for Old World Wisconsin, an outdoor ethnographical museum,under
development.

Place, Linna Funk; Zangrando, Joanna Schneider; Lea, James W.; and

Lovell, John. "The Object as Subject: The Role of Museums and Material
Culture Collections in American Studies." American Quarterly 26 (Aug.
1974), 281-94. Demonstrates that museums, as repositories of cultural
artifacts, are potential educational resources available to teachers and
students of American studies. Description of the National American
Studies Faculty's Community Museum Program.

Radford, Thomas. "From A to V." Museum News 52:5 (Jan.-Feb. 1974), 37-40.

Argues that audiovisual media are an essential educational element of
museum exhibits as programs that can convey information while freeing the
visitor from the printed text. Provides pointers on planning A-V programs
and working with producers.

1
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Scanlon, Carole. "Interpretation: The Language of the Visitor." Historic

Preservation 26 (Oct.-Dec. 1974), 34-37. Raises questions about the
effectiveness of historic site interpretive programs in responding to the

needs of visitors. Suggestions for greater flexibility and responsiveness.

Schlebecker, John T. Whereby We Thrive: A History of American Farming,

1607-1972. Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1975. Documents the

social, economic, and technological aspects of commercial agriculture from
colonial subsistence farming to modern agribusiness. Covers farmers'

political activities, the effects of mechanization, transportation,
mercantilism, planting and harvesting, land laws, price supports,

genetics, etc.

*Schlereth, Thomas J. Artifacts and the American Past. Nashville:

American Association for State and Local History, 1980. Collection of

essays treating, analyzing, and interpreting graphics (photographs,

- mail-order catalogs, maps), historic sites, and landscapes as artifacts,
with teaching strategies for historic houses, outdoor museums, and

cityscapes. Useful appendixes and footnotes.

"The History Behind, Within, and Outside the History Museum."

Curator 23 (Dec. 1980), 255-74. Explores the increased responsibilities
ot the history museum profession to document the process and research in
organizing exhibits, period rooms, and historic sites; teach a broad range
of social history themes using an assortment of learning strategies; and
develop local and community history programs for diverse audiences.

" It Wasn't That Simple." Museum News 56:3 (Jan.-Feb. 1978), 36-44.
Suggestions for shaping the public perception of the American past through

/7 improved history textbooks and programs at historic museum villages.

, ed. Material Culture Studies in America. Nashville: American

--Association for State and Local History, 1982. Collection of 25 previously

published (but often difficult to find) major essays on the use of
artifacts as meaningful evidence in the fields of history of technology,
folklife studies, cultural anthropology, historical archeology, cultural

geography, and art history. Essays deal with the theory, methods, and

practice of material culture studies. Introduction on the cultural history

of material culture studies and bibliographic essay by Schlereth.

Schroeder, Fred E.H., ed. Twentieth Century Popular Culture in Museums

and Libraries. Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green University Popular

Press, 11. Collection of essays 'on collecting, curating, and
interpreting contemporary popular culture artificts and documents.

Screven, Chandler G. "Exhibit Evaluation--A Goal Reference Approach."

Curator 19:4 (1976), 271-90. A systematic approach for evaluating the
educational effectiveness of an exhibit.

"Learning and Exhibits: Instructional Design." Museum News 52:5

1974), 67-75. Examines instructional communication in

designing exhibits and measuring visit». behavior.
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Sebolt, Alberta. Building Collaborative Programs: Museums and Schools.

Sturbridge, Mass.: Old Sturbridge Village, 1980. Manual for developing

collaborative education programs. Includes case studies of.programs at

Sturbridge and Worcester.

. A Guide for the Development of a Curriculum Model. Sturbridge, Mass.:

Old Sturbridge Village, 1980. Workbook for the systematic development of
curriculum materials or an education program.

, ed. "Usigg the Community to Explore 200 Years of History." Social

--Education 39 (Nov.-Dec. 1975). Special bicentennial issue on interpreting
local history. IncluJes articles on community education by Barnes Riznik;
teaching multiethnic history by Geneva Gay and James Banks; teaching
family history in a h!storic house museum by Lizabeth Cohen; a primer of
community resources by Joan Seidl; using a diary to recreate the past by
Jack Larkin; and a teacher's kit on a small New England town by Albert

George and Christian Castendyck.

Selby, Roger L. "Bylaws for Volunteer Groups.' Museum News 56:1

(Sept.-Oct. 1977), 21-23. Suggests provisions for bylaws for volunteers
that clearly establishes their role in museums and historic sites.

Severa, Joan. "Recreating Costume of the 1830s." Nineteenth Century 6

(Winter 1980), 38-41. Discusses research and technical procedures used to
reproduce eight 19th-century period patterns available from the State
Historical Society of 4isconsin.

Sharpe, Grant W. Interpreting the Environment. New York: JOIn Wiley &

Sons, 1976, Handbook on methods of environmental education, including
interpretive talks, living interpretation, audio deviCes, self-guiding
tours, exhibits, signs, and labels. Part 1 stresses the need for

interpretive plans. Part 3 deals with support activities, resources, and

facilities. Applicable to historic site interpretation.

Sherfy, Marcella. "Interpreting History." Trends (Jan.-Mar. 1977), 36-37.
Discusses guidelines and skills needed for honest and accurate

interpretation at national parks.

Shettel, Harris H.; Butcher, M.; Cotton, T.S.; Northrup, J.; and Slough, D.C.
Strategies for Determining Exhibit Effectiveness. Pittsburgh: American

Institutes for Reseqrch, 1968. Comprehensive treatment of methods for

improving the effectiveness of exhibits in communicating to visitors.

"Struggle for Identity: Documenting America's Black Heritage." History News

37 (Feb. 1982). Issue devoted to,researching and interpreting black

history. Articles on black history archives by Monroe Fordham, black oral
history by Clement Price, documentation of a black tenant house by George
McDaniel, and programs of the.Rhode Island Black Heritage Society.
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Taylor, Catherine; Downey, Matthew; and Metcalf, Fay. "Using Local Architecture

as an Historical Resource: Some Teaching Strategies." History Teacher 11
(Feb. 1978), 175-92. Suggests methods for teaching history through
architecture with a list of useful primary and secondary sources.

*Tilden, Freeman J. Interpreting Our Heritage. Chapel Hill: Univers;ty
of North Carolina Press, 196/. A pioneering work presenting the
development of the author's six principles of interpretation, which he
implemented at national park's and monuments. Part 2 discusses

interpretive techniques and facilities.

Veverka, John A.; Poneleit, Sandra A.; and Traweek, David E. "Standardized
, Planning Forms for the Development of Interpretive Planning Documents."
Interpreter 4 (Spring 1980), 12-26. Forms designed to assist interpretive
planners in inventorying historic sites and developing the story line for
interpretive services.

Watts, May T. Reading the Landscape of America. New York: Macmillan
Co., 1975. Interpretive guide to understanding changes in American
landscape and ecological features.

Weitzman, David L. Underfoot: An Everyday Guide to Exploring the American
Past. New York: CharTes Scribner's Sons, 1976. Techniques for
i5irrecting information on local history and understanding historical
artifacts.

Welsch, Roger. "Sowbelly and Seedbanks: Living History Museums as a
Process Repository." Association for Living Historical Farms and
Agricultural Museums, ProceedingS of the Annual Meeting 1 (1975), 23-25.
Discusses the importance of preserving, re-creating, and interpreting
historical processes and folklore at living'history museums.

Wilson, Marlene. The Effective Management of Volunteer Programs. Boulder,
Colo.: National -Center tor Citizen Invo1vement,-n76. Practical
application of current management theories by a supervisor to volunteers
in a nonprofit organization.

Yoder, Don, ed. American Folklife. Austin: University of Texas Press, 1976.
Collection of essays on the folklife approach to cultural pattern in
America from Louisiana folk boats and Afro-American coil basketry to
tollgate lore and log houses. Also includes essays on cultural geography,
vernacular architecture, and social change.

30
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VISITOR AND SUPPORT SERVICES

*Chambers, Henry J. Cyclical Maintenance for Historic Structures.
Washington, 0.C.: U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Archeology
and Historic Preservation, 1976. Basic handbook on maintenance planning
for historic properties with sections on maintenance surveys, preparing
maintenance manuals, training staff, and cleaning supplies. Part 2

details maintenance techniques for furnishings, structures, and mechanical

systems.

Cirre, Richard. Estimating User Benefits from Historic Sites and Museums.

Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977. A serious attempt to deve-rop an

econometric model of user benefits attributable to visitation at historic
properties in order to predict future visitation and justify increased
subsidization for maintenance and operations.

Conover, Herbert S. Grounds Maintenance Handbook. 3d ed. New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1977. Manual for the maintenance of public,

industrial, and institutional grounds. Sections on growing and main-

taining turf, planting and care of trees and shrubs, use and maintenance
of equipment, insect control, weed eradication, soil erosion, maintenance
of roads and"parking areas, maintenance of recreation areas, planning and

scheduling maintenance.

Draper, Linda, ed. Th-eVisitorand the Museum. Berkeley: Lowie Museum

of AnthropologyTURiversity, of CalfTornia at Berkeley, 1977. Collection

of essays on the museum visitor experience and the theory and practice of

evaluation. Bibliography and resource list. Prepared for 1977 AAM Annual

Meeting.

Eckstein, Burton. Handicapped Funding 'Directory: 1980-81. OceansidP, N.Y.:

Research Grant Guides, 1980. Guide to sources of-TUFding for handicapped

programs and services in the United States. Lists foundations, federal

agencies, and handicapped organizations that offer grants, technical

assistance, and information.

Johnson, Alton C., and Prieve, E. Arthur. Older Americans: The Unrealized

Audience for the Arts. Madison: Unive.sity of Wisconsin, 1976.

Monograph on audience development among senior citizens. Lists programs

directed toward older Americans. Although intended for art museums,'

information is applicable to history museums.

*Keck, Caroline K.; Block, Huntington T.; Chapman, Joseph; Lawton, John B.; and

Stolow, Nathan. A Primer on Museum Security. Cooperstown: New York

State Historical Association, 1966. Handbook on museum security with

practical advice on physical security, insurance, environmental problems,
the effect of light, and other problems.
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*Kenney, Alice P. 4ccess to the Past: Museum -1'rograms and Handicapped
Visitors. Nas)ville: American Association for State and Local History,
1980, A guide to Section 504 (Rehabilitation Act of 1973) for making
existing programs and facilities accessible to disabled persons and
balancing historic preservation needs. Contains useful suggestions for
program accessibility alternatives.

Loomis, Ross J. "Please: Not Another Visitor Survey." Museum News 52:2
(Oct. 1973), 20-26. Discusses the potential use and limitation of visitor
surveys for gathering information about visitors and evaluating the
effectiveness of exhibits and e:ational programs.

McGrath, Lee Parr. Housekeeping with Antiques. New York: Dodd, Mead &
Co., 1971. Basic guide to proper care of antiques and fine furnishings
based on methodsQused by curators and conseryators in museums and

historical restorations. Although intended for the private collector, it
is a useful handhook on housekeeping for small historic house museums
without professional staff.

*Matthai, Robert A. Energy Conservation and Historic Preservation. New York:
Energy Information Clearinghouse, 1978. Resource booklet and bibliography.

, ed. Protection of Cultural Properties during Energy Emergencies.
2d ed. Washington, D.C.: Arts/Energy Study and American Association of
Museums, 1978. A pragmatic guide to protecting buildings and collections
in emergencies. Resource list.

Metropolitan Museum of Art. Museum Education for Retarded Adults: Reaching
Out to a Neglected Audience. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1979.
Booklet on organizing and evaluating programs fur the retarded. Although

directed toward art museums, it contains useful general information on
working with mentally retaeded adults.

Museums and the Disabled. New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1979.
Booklet on the development of accessible tours for the handicapped.
Although directed toward art museums, it contains useful general
information on working with handicapped visitors and training museum staff
and volunteers to conduct special programs for the disabled.

Molloy, Larry. Needs Assessment Survey.. Washington, D.C.: National
Endowment for the Arts, n.d. A questionnaire designed for the staff of
cultural organizations to evaluate the current state of accessibility to
the arts for handicapped visitors and employees in compliance with section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Adaptable to historic sites.

*Parrott, Charles. Access to Historic Buildings for the Disabled: Suggestions
for Planning and Implementation. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of

the Interior, 1980. Discusses the legal requirements for compliance with
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as well as building codes
and historic preservation laws. Offers a process for surveying
accessibility needs and making architectural changes.

1.1
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Prudon, Theodore, and Dalton, Stephen. "The Accessible Path in Historic
froperties." Association'for Preservation Technology Bulletin 8:2*(1981),
31-.39. Discusses planning accessibility for the physicilly handicapped at
historic sites, using the New York State Capitol and Philipsburg Manor as
examples.

Snider; Harold W. Museums and Handicapped Students: Guidelines for
Educators. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1977. Discusses
federal legislation relating to museum programs. Presents findings of
museum educators, teachers, and consumers. Provides guidelines for museum
programs for physically handicapped, deaf, blind, and mentally retarded
students.

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS AND PRACTICES

*American Association of Museums, Committee on Ethics. Museum Ethics.
Washington, D.C.: American Association of Museums, 19/8. Guidelines for
ethical conduct for staff and trustees of all kinds of museums, including
historic sites.

Conrad, William R., Jr. and Glenn, William E. The Effective Voluntary Board of
Directors. Chicago: Swallow Press, for the Institute for Voluntary
Organizations, 1976. Analysis of how voluntary organizations are governed
and operated. Chapter 2 and its exhibits treat the'planning process simply
and effectively.

*Glickberg, Randi R. "Historic Sites and Accreditation." Museum News 60:2
(Nov.-Dec. 1981), 42-49 Summarizes the work done by the Historic Sites
Committee in developing hAuestionnaire and on-site evaluation checklist
for historic sites going through the accreditation process. Includes the-

committee's prefatory statement outlining the elements of historic site
operation as they pertain to AAM accreditation.

*Miller, Ronald L. Personnel Policies for Museums: A Handbook for Management.
Washington, D.C.: AMerican fissociation of Museums, 1980. Suggestions for
a complete personnel policy for large and small museums.

"Small Museums and Accreditation." Museum News reprints. Washington, D.C.:

American Association of Museums. Series of six case studies on accredita-
tion, including the Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum and the Ella Sharp
Museum.

*Swinney, H.J., ed. Professional Standards for Museum Accreditation. Rev. ed.

Washington, D.C.: American Association of Museums, 19/8. AAM

accreditation handbook and a guide to the standards that the museum
profession has set for itself.
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MANAGEMENT ANO FINANCIAL PLANNING

American Law Institute/American Bar Association. Legal Problems of Museum

Administration. Philadelphia: ALI-ABA, annually. Course of study

workbooks and seminar papers.

"Audit!" History News 35 (Aug. 1980). Issue features articles on procedures

to be followed in case of an IRS audit of museum stores.

Borst, Diane,.and Montana, Patrick J. Managing Nonprofit Organizations.

New York: American Management Association, 1977. Collection of reprinted
articles on managing nonprofit educational, cultural, and social

organizations. Sections on plcining, Management-by-Objective, and project

management.

*Burcaw, G. Ellis. Introduction to Museum Work. Nashville: American

Association for State and Local History, 1975. Practical and comprehensive
textbook on museology covering basic theory and practice. Sections on

collections, interpretation, security, maintenance, exhibitions, and

conservation.

"The Case for Management." History News 37 (March 1982). Issue devoted to

managing state and local historical organizations with articles on
nonprofit management control by Lisa Gwirtzman, personnel management by
Renee Friedman, andlong-range planning by George Hicks.

Coe, Linda C.; Denney, Rebecca; and Rogers, Anne. Cultural Directory II:

Federal Funds and Services for the Arts and Humanities. Washington, D.C.:

Smithsonian Institution Press, 1980. Describes more than 300 federal
programs, activities, and resources available, including grants, employment

opportunities, and technical assiitance.

*Daughtrey, William H., Jr., and Gross, Malvern J., Jr. Museum Accounting

Handbook. Washington, D.C.: American Association of Museums, 1978.

Treats basic principles of nonprofit organization accounting and reporting.
Provides alternative approaches to fund accounting, detailed procedures and
records for implementing suggested accov,ting policies, and suggested

approaches to budgeting including examples. Prepared under oversight of

AAM Accounting CoMmittee.

The Foundation Grants Index: A Cumulative
,

Listing of Foundation Grants. New

York: Foundation Center, annually. State-by-state list of foundation

grants over $5,000 reported in Foundation News. Indexed by recipient,

subject, and key words.

Hartman, Hedy, comp. Funding Sources and Technical Assistance for Museums and

Historical Organizations. Nashville: American Association Tor State and

Local History, 1979. Directory describing 103 public programs in 22

federal and regional agencies offering funds to museums and historical

organizations.
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Kotler, Philip. Marketing for Non-Profit Organizations. Englewood Cliffs,

N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1975. Suggests fund-raising strategies for museums,
universities, symphonies, and other social and cultural agencies based on
market analysis of need for public services.

Kurzig, Carol. Foundation Fundamentals: A Guide for Grantseekers.

New York: Foundation Center, 1980. Handbook outning step-by-step
process of researching foundations and applying for grants.,

Lewis, Marianna O., ed. The Foundation Directory. 8th ed. New York:

Foundation Uncer, 1981. Index to foundations and their funding
activities.

MacBeath, George, and Gooding, S. James, eds. Basic Museum Management.

Ottawa, Ont.: Canadian Museums Association, 1969. -Practical advice for
museum and historic site managers in governance, planning, fund raising,
fiscal and collections management, research, registration, and
presentation.

McConkey, Dale D. MBO for Non-Profit Organizations. New York: American

Management Association, 1975. Applies Management-by-Objective principles
to improving organizational and managerial effectiveness in the nonprofit

sector.

McHugh, Alice. "Strategic Planning for Museums." Museum News 58:6 (July-Aug.

1980), 23-29. Applies principles and guidelines for strategic
planning--focusing on external environment factors--to help museums reduce
operational costs, strengthen the impact of marketing, and develop

resources.

Nauert, Patricia, and Black, Caroline M. Fine Arts Iurance: A Handbook for

Art Museums. Washington, D.C.: AmeriTirseums,.
Concise guide to the use and management of fine arts insurance. Although

intended for art museums, it is applicable to historic sites with
collections of decorative arts or historical artifacts requiring ins&ance.

Naumer, Helmuth J. OrMutual Respect and Other Things. Washington, D.C.:

American Associatton of Museums, 1977. Essay on trusteeship.

Neal, Arminta; Haglund, Kristine; and Webb, Elizabeth. "Evolving a Policy

Manual." Museum News 56:3 (Jan.-Feb. 1978), 26-30. Guidelines for

policies covering acquisitions, deaccessions, loans, appraisals, donor tax
deductions, authentications, photographing, museum gift shops, packing and
shipping, United States and international regulations, and private

collections.

Nelson, Charlei A.:, and Turk, Frederick J. Financial Management for the Arts:

A Guidebook for Arts Organizations. New York: Associated Councils of the

Arts, 1975. Handbook on managing arts and cultural organizations. Covers

' planning ,rid budgets, cash management, funds and accounting, reporting, and

financial organization.
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Smith, Judith G. Museums U.S:A. Washington, D.C.: National,Endowment fort the
Arts, 1974. ITRITIEFizes results of major survey of museum operations
undertaken by NEA. Covers size, staffing, volunteers, attendance,
salaries, facilities, admissions, income, exhibits, and educational
programs.

Stitt, Susan. "Trustee Orientation: A Sound Investment." Museum News 59:6
(Mo-June 1981), 58-59 ff. Suggests materials for an orientation packet
that will help trustees carry out their responsibilities in a well-informed
manner.

Sukel, William M. "MBO for Museums." Museologist 139 (Dec. 1976)., 3-9.
Applies principles and techniques of-Management-by-Objective to museum
operations.

Swinnex, Holman J. "Common Sense Advice in Planning an Historical Museum."
Museologist 112 (Sept. 1969), 8-16. Discusses major issues and policies
tkat must be considered by trustees and staff in planning a museum--purpose
(definition, objectives, limitations, responsibilities), education,
collections, exhibitions, and records.

Texas Hisprical Commission, Museum Services Department. Thoughts on Museum
Planning. Austin: Texas Historical Commission, 1976. Part of a series on
managing a small historical museum. Articles focus on incorporation and
basic organization of staff and resources.

Ullberg, Alan D., with Ullberg, Patricia. Museum Trusteeship. Washington,
D.C.: American Association of Museums, MI. Handbook on the
responsibilities, accountability, and liabilities of trustees of museums
and related institutions.

United Stdtes, Internal Revenue Service. How to Apply for Recognition of
Exemption for an Organization. Washington, .D.C.: Government Printing
Office. Explains how to secure tax exempt status, classifications of
exempt organizations, and IRS record-keeping requiremtnts. Includes sample
articles of incorporation. Available at IRS offices.

Wehle, Mary M. Financial Management for Arts Organizations. Cambridge, Mass.:
Arts Administration Research Institute, 1975. Basic text includes sections
on financial reporting, accounting.procOures. and management control.

Wolfe, Jane Lee, ed. Trustee Handbook. N.p.: Southeast Museums Conference,
1977. Guidelines for the policy, legal, and financial responsibilities of
museum boards.

Dltman, Gerald. Management Principles for Nonprofit Agencies and
Organizations. New York: American Management979. Basic
text on concepts and tools for managing nonprofit organizations with
sections on.organizing, planning, and control.
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ORGANIZATIONS

African-American Museums Association, 1318 Vermont Ave., NW, Washington,
D.C. 20005. Purpose: to fo;ter and promote the celebration of African
and African-American cultural heritage through supporting black museums and
related institutions; to strengthen them through improved communication,
shared resources, technical aid and assistance, and guidance in fund
raising. Publishes Scrip (quarterly newsletter).

American Association of Museums, 1055 Thomas Jefferson St.. NW, Washington,
D.C. 20007. Purpose: to promote professional sta..,...ids among museums; to

be a representative and advocate for museums and museum professionals; to
cooperate with related groups; to provide professional development
opportunities; to increase the financial stability and strengthen the
organizational structure of museums; to represent U.S. museums within the
International Council of Museums. Publishes Museum News (bimonthly
magazine); Aviso (monthly newsletter); books and reprints; directories;
bibliographiTSTnewsletters for Trustee Committee and ICOM members.

American Association for State and Local History, 708 Berry Rd., Nashville,
Tenn. 37204. Purpose: to encourage the preservation and use of local
history; to help history organizations save and interpret such historical
resources as records, documents, artifacts, structures, and sites.
Publishes History News (monthly magazine); books and technical leaflets;
audiovisual training kits; independent study courses including Historic
Sites; bibliographies.

American Folklife Center, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540.

Purpose: to preserve and present American folklife through programs of
research, documentation, archival preservation, live presentations,
exhibitions, publications, dissemination, training, and other activities.
Publishes Folklife Center News (quarterly newsletter); other publications.

American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works, 1522 K St.,
NW, Washington, D.C. 20005. Purpose: to disseminate information on con-
servation and encourage and maintain high standards among conservators.
Publishes quarterly newsletter; biannual journal; occasional papers;
directory.

Association of Interpretive Naturalists, 6700 Needwood Rd., Derwood, Md. 20855.

Purpose: to foster the advancement of education and development of skills
in the art of interpreting the natural and cultural environment. Publishes

Journal of Interpretation (biannually); monthly newsletter; bibliography;
workshop program papers and proceedings.

Association for Living Historical Farms and Agricultural Museums, Room 5035,
National Museum of American History, Smipsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C. 20560. Purpose: to prdvide a foruM for communication among people
and institutions involved in living historical farms or agricultural and
outdoor museums; to provide guidelines for proper mdnaging and operation of

living historical farms. Publishes Living Historical Farms Bulletin (six
issues a year); bibliographies; proceedings of annual meetings.
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Association for Preservation Technology, P.O. Box 2487, "Station D, Ottaya, Ont.,

K1P 5W6, Canada. Purpose: to promote the science,and technology of the
preservation of historic resources. Publishes Communique (bimonthly);
Association for Preservation Technology Bulletin (quarterly); occasional
papers.

Canadian Inventory of Historic Buildings, 3d Floor, Les Terrasses de la
Shaudiere, Ottawa, Ont. K1A 1G2, Canada. Purpose: to list all Canadian
buildings built prior, to 1914; to provide resources for the documentation
of buildings and related building arts. Publishes inventory; books; slide

kits and brochures.

Canadian Museums Association, 280 Metcalfe St., Suite 202, Ottawa,
Ont. K2P 1R7, Canada. Purpose: to advance public museum services in
Canada; to promote the welfare and better administration of museums; to
foster a continuing improvement in the qualifications and practices of
museum professionals. Publishes Gazette (quarterly journal); Museogramme
(quarterly newsletter); books; diTTC5Ffes.

Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
P.O. Box 5130, Madison, Wis. 53705. Purpose: to conduct research on wood
and wood-base products; to publish information relating to the
identification, preservation and proper use of wood in or at historic

sites. Publishes books and handbooks.

Museum Education Roundtable, National Portrait Gallery, Education Office, Room
195, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560. Purpose: to

promote the use of museums and cultural institutions as educational

resources. Publishes Roundtable Reports (quarterly journal).

National Access Center, 1419 27th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 20007. Purpose:

to aid museums and cultural programs with options for compliance to Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act, thus opening access to museum programs for
disabled people; to provide information on the whole area of access for
speciol audiences through consultants and publications. Publishes Access

(bimonthly newsletter); series.

National Historic Communal Society Association, Center for Communal Studies,
Indiana State University--Evansville, Evansville, Ind. 47712. Purpose:

to encourage the restoration, preservation, and public interpretation of
America's historic communal sites and the study of communal societies, past
and present; to facilitate communication and cooperation among scholars,
preservationists, and communitarians. Publishes Communal Societies (annual

journal); quarterly newsletter.

National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.

Purpose: to operate natural and cultural park areas nationwide. Maintains

the National Register of Historic Places. Consultation with nonprofit
organizations concerned with the preservation of the natural and cultural
heritage is provided free of charge if no costs are involyed or on a
reimbursable basis. Publishes books; series; studies and reports;

Conserve 0 Gram.
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National Parks and Conservation Association, 1701 18th St., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20009. Purpose: to protect, promote, and improve
national parks. Publishes National Parks Special (bimonthly magazine);
,monthly alerts on critical legislative issues.

National Recreation and Park Association, 3101 Park Center Dr., Alexandria,
22302. Purpose: to improve the quality of American life throughthe
creative use of natural and human resources. Publishes Parks and
Recreation (monthly magazine); Dateline (monthly newsletter); Journal of
Leisure Research (quarterly journal).

National Trust for Historic Preservation, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036. Purpose: to encourage the public participation
in the preservation of sites, buildings, and objects significant in
American history and culture. Publishes Historic Preservation (bimonthly
magazine); Preservation News (monthly newsletter); books.

North American Indian Museum Association, Museum of the Cherokee Indian,
P.O. Box 770-A, Cherokee, N.C. 28719. Purpose: to improve the
effectiveness of Indian museums throughout North America by sharing their
resources. Publishes quarterly newsletter.

Office of Museum Programs, Arts and Industries Building, Room 2235, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560. Purpose: to provide activities and
services for the professional enhancement of museum personnel and for the
improvement of museum operations. Publishes studies and reports;
audiovisual presentations on conservation. Maintains a museum reference
center.

Old-House Journal Corporation, 69A Seventh Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217.

Publishes Old-House Journal (monthly newspaper devoted to practical
techniques for restoring, maintaining, and decorating houses built before
1920); Old-House Journal Catalog (annual).

Parks Canada, Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada, Department of
Environment, Ottawa, Ont. K18 1G2, Canada. Purpose: to advise the
Minister of the Interior of persons (nonliving). places, and events of
national significance. Publishes brochures; 11sts; guidelines; books.

Pioneer America Society, Department of Geography, University of Akron, Akron,
Ohio 44325. Purpose: to discover, record, document, and promote
preservation of the remaining vestiges of pioneer America. Publishes
Pioneer America (biannually); newsletter (five or six issues a year); PAST
(annual transactionS).

Society for Industrial Archaeology, Room 5020, National Museum of American
History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D%C. 20560. Purpose: to

study, preserve, and commemorate historically significant factories,
machinery, bridges, canals, vehicles, and power sources that survive.
Publishes Industrial Archaeology (annual journal); quarterly newsletter.
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Western Interpreters Association, R.O. Box 28366, Sacramento, Calif. 95828.
Purpose: to promote historical, recreational, archeological,
anthropological, and natural history interpretation; to advance the
education of interpreters and the development of skills in.the art of
interpreting the natural and cultural environment. Publishes Interpreter
(quarterly journal); monthly newsletter.

.

Victorian Society in America, Athenaeum, East Washington Square, Philadelphia,

Pa. 19106. Purpose: to preserve, understand, and enjoy our 19th-century
heritage. Publishes Nineteenth Century (quarterly magazine); Victorian
(newsletter, eight issues a year).

LEGISLATION

v

Antiquities Act of 1906 (Public Law 59-209; 34 Stat. 225; 16 USC 431-433),
. provided for the protection of historic or prehistoric remains, "or any

antiquity," on federal lands; established criminal sanctions for
unauthorized destruction or appropriation of antiquities; authorized the
President to declare, by proclamation, national monuments; and authorized
the scientific investigation of antiquities on federal lands, subject to
permit and regulations.

Historic Sites Act of 1935 (Public Law 74-292; 49 Stat. 666; 16 USC 461-467),
authorized the programs that are known as the Historic American Buildings
Survey, the Historic American Engineering Record, and the National Survey
of Historic Sites and Buildings; authorized the establishment of national
historic sites and otherwise authorized the preservation of properties "of
nationalrhistoric or archeological significance"; authorized the
designation of national historic landmarks; established criminal sanctions
for violation of regulations pursuant to the act; authorized interagency,
intergovernmental, and interdisciplinary efforts for the preservation of
cultural resources; and other provisions. The first efforts to salvage
archeological data that would otherwise be lost were done under the
authorities of this act beginning with the River Basin Survey in 1946.

National Trust Act of 1949 (Public Law 81-408; 63 Stat. 927), facilitated
public participation in the preservation of sites, buildings, and objects
of national significance or interest; created the National Trust for
Historic Preservation and empowered it to acquire and hold property for
historic preservation purposes, enter into contracts and agreements to
further the policies enunciated in the Historic Sites Act, sue and be
sued, and perform other lawful acts tc carry out the purposes of the
National Trust.

lu
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Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 (Public Law 86-523; 74 Stat. 220; 16 USC
-----469:2r69-ETTT;FaTae-F-f'ör-7-the recovery and preservation of historical and

archeological data (including relics and specimens) that might be lost or
destroyed as a result of the construction of dams, reservoirs, and
attendant facilities activities. This legislation indicated further
concern with cultural resources recovery and reemphasized the need to
recover,data. See also the 1974 amendment to this act.

Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-670; 80 Stat. 931).
Section 4(f) states that the Secretary of Transportation "shall not
approve any program or project which requires . . . the use of . . . any

land from a historic site . . . unless (1) there is no feasible and
prudent alternative to the use of such land, and (2) such program includes
all possible planning to minimize harm to such . . . historic sites
resulting from such use."

National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665; 80 Stat. 915;
16 USC 470), declared a national policy of historic preservation levels.,.
provided authority for the expansion of the National Register of Historic
Places to include cultural resources of state and local significance;
authorized matching federal grants to the states and the National Trust
for Historic Preservation for the acquisition and rehabilitation of
National Register properties; established the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation; provided certain procedures to be followed by federal
agencies in the event of a proposal that might have an effect on National
Register properties; defined historic preservation as the protection,
rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstructioirOT districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects significant in American history,
architecture, archeology, or culture.

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law 91-190; 31 Stat. 852;
42 USC 4321-4347), declared in Section 101-8 (4) that it is the policy of
the federal government to "preserve important historic, cultural and
natural aspects of our national heritage." In order to carry out this
policy, the act required an interdisciplinary study of the impacts
associated with federal programs.

Public Law 91-243, May 9, 1970, amended the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966 by extending the funding for the program through 1973, increasing
the membership of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and
authorizing the participation of the United States as a member in the
International Centre for the Study of Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property and funds for the purpose.

Executive Order 11593, "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment,"
May 13, 19/1 (361.R. 8921), in reference to some of the legislation
discussed above, instructed all federal agencies to provide national
leadership in historic preservation, to assure the preservation of
cultural properties in federal ownership, and to "institute procedures to
assure that federal plans and programs contribute to the preservation and
enhancement of nonhistorical, architectural, or archeological

significance." The order specifically directed all federal agencies to
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"locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary of the Interior all
sites, buildings, districts for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places." The order further established protedurds to be followed
by all federal agencies pending completion of the cultural resources
inventories.

Archeological and Historical Preservation Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-291;
88 Stat. 74), amended the 1960 Salvage Act; provided for the preservation
of significant scientific,,prehistoric, historic, or archeological data
(including relics and specimens) that might be lost or destroyed as a
result of: (1) the construction of dams, reservoirs, and attendant
facilities and activities; or (2) any alteration of the terrain caused as
a result of any federal construction project or federally licensed project
activity or program; provided that the Secretary of the Interior will be
notified'of impending loss of such resources, and the agency of the
secretary may survey and recover the data and publish the results. It

provided for agreement on time limits for initiation and completion of
survey and recovery efforts. It required the secretary to coordinate,
report on, consult with experts about, and distribute funds appropriated
for those survey and recovery efforts. It provided that up to one percent
of the total amount authorized to be appropriated for federal activities
may be transferred to the secretary for implementation of the act, and
provided funds for certain other costs. Compliance with the act presumes
prior compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966 with regard to properties listed in or eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places.

Public Law 94-422, Sept. 28, 1976, amended Section 106 of the the National
Historic Preservation Act to apply to properties eligible for inclusion in
the National Register. Additional funding was appropriated to carry out
the provisions of the act; the organization of the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation was clarified, and its membership expanded.
The council was established as a fully independent agency within the
Executive Branch and authorized to promulgate such rules and regulations

as it deems necessary to implement Section 106 of the act.

American Indian Religious Freedom Act, Aug. 11, 1978 (Public Law 95-341),
set forth the policy of the United States to protect and preserve the
inherent and constitutional right of the American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut,
and Native Hawaiian people to believe, express, and exercise their

traditional religions. The act called for a 12-month evaluation of
procedures, programmatic objectives, and policies by all federal agencies
as they affect the religious rights and the cultural integrity of Native

Americans, consultations with Indian leaders is required.

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979 (Public Law 96-95; 93 Stat.

712; 16 USC 470), provided for the protection of archeological resources
located on public lands and Indian lands; defined archeological resources
to be any material remains of past human life or activities that are of
archeological interest and at least 100 years old; encouraged cooperation
among groups and individuals in possession of archeological information;
established permit requirements for the excavation or removal of

lc)
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archeological resources from public qr Indian lands with special permit
and disposition rules for the protection of archeological resources on
Indian lands in light of the American Indian Religious Freedom Act;
provided that Wormation regarding the nature and location of
archeological resources may remain confidential; and established civil and
criminal penalties, including forfeiture of vehicles and equipment used,
fines of up to $100,000, and imprisonment of up to five years for second
violations, aria for the unauthorized appropriation, alteration, exchange,
or other handling of archeological resources, and authorized rewards for
furnishing inform(tion about such unauthorized acts.

National Historic Preservation Act Amendments of 1980.(Public Law 96-515),
continued the National Register of Historic Places but required public
participation in the nomination process and prohibited listing of
properties if the owner objects; established statutory authority for the
State Historic Preservation Program; authorized the National Historic
Landmark Program; required states to develop.procedures for certifying
qualified local governments to nominate sites directly to the National
Register and to receive preservation funds directly; authorized federally
guaranteed market-rate loans for preservtpg National Register properties;
established statutory responsibility for managing federally owned historic
properties; reduced the number of members on the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation; and required the council to report on the impact of
federal tax laws on preservatton and make legislative recommendations.


